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CHAIR

events of which are now well established on the 

city’s literary calendar. 

I would like to take this opportunity of 

congratulating Director Jane Alger and her staff 

for their dedicated work throughout the year. The 

important role of the Management and Steering 

Groups in bringing together the many strands of 

literary endeavour in the city is also acknowledged. 

Special thanks for their commitment must go to 

Sarah Bannan of the Arts Council and Fiona Ross 

from the National Library of Ireland, who both left 

the Management Group in 2014 and I welcome 

Catherine Fahy, the acting Director of the National 

Library as a new member of the group. 

Gratitude is also extended to the Department 

of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht and to the 

many sponsors and partners and contributors 

who continue to support the designation - their 

commitment is an essential factor in the success 

of our efforts to deliver on the full potential of the 

Dublin UNESCO City of Literature designation.

As Chair of the Management Group, I commend 

all who made 2014 an exceptional year and I look 

forward with renewed confidence to continuing 

growth in the future.

Margaret Hayes 

Dublin City Librarian 

Chair Dublin UNESCO City of Literature 

Management Group

The UNESCO Creative Cities Network has a 

specific cultural mandate and 2014 saw the 

addition of 28 newly designated cities across the 

seven thematic areas - including the Irish city of 

Galway as a City of Film. Dublin is particularly 

pleased to welcome four new sister Cities of 

Literature - Dunedin in New Zealand, Granada in 

Spain, Heidelberg in Germany and Prague in the 

Czech Republic. 

Dublin UNESCO City of Literature (DUCoL) is 

proud to present this annual report which outlines 

the progress made in delivering on the UNESCO 

Creative Cities mandate during the past year.  

As chair of the DUCoL Management Group I 

am pleased to announce the beginning of a 

consultation process which will lead to a new 

DUCoL strategic plan for the next three years.

It was encouraging to note that the Your Dublin 

Your Voice survey*, carried out for Dublin 

City Council in early June, found that 64% of 

respondents were aware that Dublin is a UNESCO 

City of Literature and a further 71% were aware 

of the Dublin: One City One Book Festival - one 

of the annual highlights of the capital’s literary 

calendar. 

Celebrating poetry was a strategic focus of 2014 

across all programme categories. We especially 

deepened and developed our relationships with 

Poetry Ireland, poets, publishers and lovers of 

poetry.

I am delighted to report significant progress with 

plans for the new City Library - a key element of 

the city’s planned Parnell Square cultural quarter 

- and a clear indication of Dublin’s commitment to 

creating ever closer links between its citizens and 

the world of books and literature.  

www.parnellsquare.ie 

The Office of Dublin UNESCO City of Literature 

(DUCoL), supported and resourced by Dublin City 

Council’s public library service and Dublin City 

Council’s Strategic Policy Committee for Arts, 

Culture, Leisure and Community, continues to 

forge local, national and international links as well 

as delivering an annual literary programme, many 

“The Seamus Heaney 
event was emotional, 

dignified and a 
wonderful tribute to his 

genius.”  
 

Celebrating Seamus 
Heaney

23rd April 2014

* Survey carried out at irregular 
intervals among 3,844 over 18 
year olds who live, work, visit or 
study in the Dublin region.
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City of Literature Annual Report – 2014

The management and promotion of the 

designation “Dublin UNESCO City of Literature” 

is the responsibility of the Dublin UNESCO City 

of Literature Office (DUCoL), working under the 

auspices of Dublin City Council’s public library 

service. The Director of the office reports to a 

six person management group, chaired by the 

Dublin City Librarian. The work of the management 

group is further informed by a steering group 

representing local and national government, 

tourism interests, publishers’ and writers’ groups, 

the media, arts and culture organisations and the 

universities, all of whom drive the designation in 

their various areas of responsibility. See Appendix 

1 for list of members

This report underlines the ongoing commitment 

of DUCoL, together with the management and 

steering groups, to further developing awareness 

of the capital city’s unique literary culture, both at 

home and abroad - and to ensuring that writers 

and writing remain a central focus in the fields of 

innovation and creativity - now clearly identified as 

vital elements in Dublin’s economic future.

A:  Lord Mayor of Dublin Oisín Quinn and pupils from St. Clare’s Primary School, Harold’s Cross at the launch of READ 

The Powers, the Citywide Reading Campaign for Children 

B: Icelandic author Vilborg Davídsdóttir talking to pupils in Pearse Street Library

B
A
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Making Connections

During 2014 a total of 47 individual writers at every 

stage of their careers and from right across the 

literary spectrum took part in events connected 

with, or promoted by, DUCoL. 

Bram Stoker Festival 

The third annual Bram Stoker Festival, inspired by 

the Dublin author of the gothic classic Dracula, 

took place in the city over the October Bank 

Holiday weekend. The programme which included 

many gothic inspired entertainments and a strong 

literary strand attracted Irish and overseas visitors 

from 20 countries - more than double previous 

attendances. 

The festival also widened the spread of its 

activities this year - reaching out towards the 

birthplace of Bram Stoker in Clontarf with the 

opera Der Vampyr which was staged in St Anne’s 

Park. In the city centre, events ranged from 

locations in Henry Street, Wolfe Tone Square, 

Smithfield, Irish Museum of Modern Art, Grafton 

Street, St. Stephen’s Green, Trinity College and 

many sites and venues in-between. The DUCoL 

director is a member of the festival’s steering 

group.

City2Cities 

Literary Dublin was showcased in Utrecht, 

Holland during the month of April when the city 

was invited to partner Budapest as the guest 

cities in the annual City2Cities festival. DUCoL 

assisted with the programme which featured 

Edna O’Brien, Nuala Ní Dhomnaill, Anne Enright 

and John Banville. Readings, talks and films on 

Joyce, Beckett and Yeats were also included. In 

association with the Irish embassy in The Hague, 

Dublin performance poet Stephen James Smith 

created a special event centred on the 2014 

Dublin: One City One Book choice, If Ever You Go. 

Tourism Ireland and Bord Bia also participated.

Davy Byrne Short Story Award

Sara Baume won the 2014 award for her story 

Solesearcher1. She was presented with a cheque 

for €15,000 by novelist Anne Enright who was 

a member of the judging panel along with Jon 

McGregor and Yiyun Li. The award was organised 

by Stinging Fly in association with DUCoL and was 

supported by Davy Byrnes.

Dublin Book Festival

Over four days in November 4,400 people 

attended 54 different events with 78 authors 

as part of the Dublin Book Festival. The festival 

programme included Dublin City Libraries’ 12th 

annual Readers’ Day in the historic Smock Alley 

Theatre. That event was chaired by Dave Kenny 

and featured a diverse line-up of speakers, 

including authors John Kelly, Niall Williams, 

Sinéad Crowley, Alice Taylor, Dermot Bannon 

and Francis Brennan. The Dublin Book Festival, 

which promotes Irish published books and writers, 

is administered by DUCoL and the organising 

committee is chaired by the Dublin City Librarian 

and chair of the DUCoL Management Group. 

The Director of DUCoL is also a member of the 

organising committee.

C:  Lord Mayor of Dublin Oisín Quinn, poets Paula Meehan, Brendan Kennelly and Gerard Smyth at the launch of 

Dublin: One City, One Book 2014

D: Bram Stoker Festival 2014 takes to the street of Dublin
D

C
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Dublin: One City One Book 2014 

In a new departure, a poetry book, If Ever You 

Go: A Map of Dublin in Poetry and Song edited 

by Pat Boran and Gerard Smyth and published by 

Dedalus Press, was the choice for the 9th Dublin: 

One City One Book Festival. Nearly 60 events took 

place in the city and county during the month of 

April to promote the book - and for the first time all 

four Dublin local authorities’ library services were 

involved.

If Ever You Go, which allows the reader to explore 

Dublin street by street through the poems and 

songs it has inspired down the ages, became one 

of Ireland’s best selling poetry books, reaching 

number 3 in the bestsellers list. 

Most events, which included ‘DART Along the 

Bay’ (a poetry and music session on a non-stop 

return train journey between Connolly station and 

Bray station), as well as a memorable poetry and 

musical recital with musicians John Sheahan and 

Declan O’Rourke - attracted capacity audiences. 

Wide media support ranged from RTÉ Supporting 

the Arts, a Poem a Day on RTÉ Radio 1 to online 

and print coverage - including a glowing report of 

the initiative in San Jóse’s Metro Active. Special 

emphasis was placed on social media with lines 

from the poems tweeted regularly. Irish Rail and 

Dublin Bus also carried poems and posters on 

trains and buses. John Dorman, a Dublin - based 

architect, was inspired to produce a series of 

drawings based on the poems – these formed an 

exhibition which was shown in the Royal Institute 

of Architects of Ireland premises and in many 

libraries.

As well as engaging with the book, people were 

encouraged to bring poetry into their daily lives. 

A leaflet giving tips on choosing poems for book 

club meetings was produced and distributed to all 

libraries. RTÉ’s Arena radio programme recorded 

‘Dublin’s Fair City’, an evening of poetry, music 

and discussion held in Dublin Castle, featuring Pat 

Boran, Enda Wyley, Rick O’Shea, Lisa Hannigan, 

Phelim Drew and others.

UCD Scholarcasts produced a series of podcasts 

to accompany If Ever You Go which were available 

as free downloads. Now in its third year, UCD’s 

successful extra mural course One City, One 

Book: Dublin in Print, led by Garrett Fagan, 

discussed the books chosen over the history 

of the festival, looked at the changing place of 

literature in Dublin and examined the different ways 

the city has been represented by writers. Poems 

of Dublin 8, which featured in If Ever You Go were 

printed on the National College of Art and Design’s 

letterpress machine and were accompanied by 

visual interpretations of the poems which were 

created by college design students.

The flagship event of the festival - ‘Remembering 

Seamus Heaney’ - held in the National Concert 

Hall in partnership with Poetry Ireland, was a 

wonderfully evocative evening of poetry and music 

honouring the late Nobel Laureate who had made 

his home in the city for nearly 40 years. Dublin 

city’s official tribute to the poet was attended 

by the President of Ireland, Michael D. Higgins 

and featured a combination of top musicians 

and poets including Paul Simon, Lisa Hannigan, 

Liam O’Flynn, Paul Muldoon, Paula Meehan and 

Theo Dorgan - supported by the RTÉ Concert 

Orchestra. The full concert was broadcast on RTÉ 

Radio 1 and featured on RTÉ 1’s main TV news 

bulletins. A specially designed commemorative 

programme was created and sold on the night.

Government Gazette

An article about Dublin a UNESCO City of 

Literature, written by Councillor Mary Freehill, 

chair of the Dublin City Council Strategic Policy 

Committee for Arts and Culture, was published 

in the Regional Focus section of Government 

Gazette in October. Government Gazette is a 

prestigious journal, published by the Centre for 

Parliamentary Studies and is distributed to all 

public institutions in the EU.
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E: Children at the Dublin Book Festival 2014 in Smock Alley Theatre

F: Jane Alger, Director of DUCoL; Owen Keegan, Chief Executive of Dublin City Council; Margaret Hayes, Dublin City 

Librarian and Chair of DUCoL; Cathy McKenna, Administrator of the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award; 

Anne McLean, Translator; Juan Gabriel Vásquez, 2014 winner; Alan Breen, Dublin City Council’s Press Officer;  

Lord Mayor of Dublin Christy Burke; Brendan Teeling, Deputy City Librarian and members of Dublin Fire Brigade  

at the winner announcement of the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award 

E

F

Icelandic Writer/Battle of Clontarf 

In a link with Reykjavik City of Literature, Vilborg 

Davídsdóttir, a writer who specialises in children’s 

books about the Icelandic sagas, came to Dublin 

in early May for a five week Writer in Residence 

position. While staying in the International Writers 

Residence in the Red Stables in St. Anne’s Park, 

Vilborg took part in the Dublin Writers Festival, 

gave a seminar in the UCD Humanities Institute 

and delivered events for children in six library 

branches while emphasising the links between 

Iceland, the Battle of Clontarf 1014 and the 

Vikings.

International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award

In June, Colombian author Juan Gabriel Vásquez 

was announced as the winner of the 2014 

International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award for his 

novel The Sound of Things Falling. He received a 

prize of €75,000 and his translator, Canadian Anne 

McLean, received €25,000. He read from his novel 

to a capacity audience of Dublin City Libraries’ 

book club members in Dublin City Library and 

Archive, Pearse Street on the day after the award 

ceremony. As evidence of the international nature 

of the award, 152 titles originally published in 17 

languages were nominated by 150 libraries in 110 

cities representing 39 countries. 

The award is administered by Dublin City Council’s 

Library Service and the DUCoL director sits on 

the organising committee which is chaired by 

the Dublin City Librarian and Chair of the DUCoL 

Management Group.

ISLA Festival

The 3rd annual ISLA festival, which celebrates 

Irish, Spanish and Latin American literature, 

took place from Friday 17th to Sunday 19th 

October. As well as Spanish - speaking writers, 

Irish writers Donal Ryan, Hugo Hamilton, Paul 

Lynch, John Banville and John Kelly took part, 

three of whom were sponsored by DUCoL. The 

festival is coordinated by the Cervantes Institute 

in association with the embassies of Spain, 

Chile, Argentina, Cuba and Mexico who each 

sponsored the participation of writers from their 

countries. The Director of DUCoL is a member 

of the organising committee which also includes 

representatives from Ireland Literature Exchange 

and Irish universities.

Lingo Festival 

DUCoL sponsored the Poetry Slam in the Lingo 

Festival, Ireland’s first spoken word festival, which 

took place from 17th - 19th October in Smock 

Alley Theatre, The Workman’s Club and the Liquor 

Rooms. Artists such as John Cummins, Karl 

Parkinson, the Brownbread Mix, Temperamental 

Miscellaneous, Bee - Loud Glade and The Hero 

Hour took part as well as Senator David Norris, 

Aengus Mac Grianna, Rick O’Shea and Donal 

Ryan - all of whom talked about their favourite 

poems. Lingo @ Dublin Book Festival also 

showcased Irish spoken word poets during the 

Dublin Book Festival.
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Writers in the Castle  

DUCoL’s autumn series of talks in collaboration 

with Dublin Castle was a resounding success with 

520 people attending five talks, all of which were 

completely booked out. The series began in the 

beautifully resorted Chapel Royal with historical 

fiction writer Morgan Llywelyn speaking about 

some of the famous prisoners who had been held 

in Dublin Castle throughout the ages. Authors 

Martina Devlin and Robert Curran, interviewed by 

Dave Kenny, discussed witchcraft in Ireland, while 

Andrew Lycett explored Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s 

connection with the theft of the Irish crown jewels 

from Dublin Castle in 1907.

Dublin Castle’s stunning ballroom was the very 

apt setting for ‘The Season at the Castle’ with 

author and historian Turtle Bunbury providing the 

historical backdrop to one of the key events in 

Dublin’s social calendar in days gone by - while 

actor Kathy Rose O’Brien read passages from a 

19th century socialite’s diary and the Freeman’s 

Journal 1874 report on ‘The Season’.

The series ended in St. George’s Hall with 

‘Resonances’ – a blend of readings and connected 

music featuring actors Rose Henderson and Bryan 

Murray with the orchestra and singers of the Royal 

Irish Academy of Music.

Penguin/RTÉ Guide/DUCoL Writer’s Day 

The winners of the RTÉ Guide/Penguin Ireland/

DUCoL short story competition participated in a 

day - long writers’ workshop with established 

writers, literary agents, editors and publishers in 

Dublin City Library and Archive in September - 

underlining DUCoL’s policy of nurturing emerging 

writers. 

Words on the Street – European Literature 

Night 

The fourth annual Words on the Street - European 

Literature Night event took place on the 15th 

May and promoted contemporary writing from 

11 participating European countries - Austria, 

Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Malta, the 

Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spain and the 

UK. The venues this year were all around the 

Nassau St./Dawson St./Kildare St. area and the 

audience enjoyed readings in the Mansion House, 

Freemasons’ Hall, Royal Irish Academy, No. 5 

South Leinster St., Royal College of Physicians, 

Europe House, St. Ann’s Church, National Library 

of Ireland, Alliance Française, Buswells Hotel and 

Hodges Figgis Bookstore. Celebrity readers on the 

night included Anne Doyle, Maria Doyle Kennedy, 

Phelim Drew, Joe Duffy, Áine Lawlor, Aengus 

MacGrianna, Aoibhinn McGinnity, Jon McGregor, 

Bláthnaid Ní Chofaigh, Bryan Murray, and Fiachna 

Ó Braonáin. Each reading was translated into 

English while the Italian reading was translated 

into Irish and read by Bláthnaid Ní Chofaigh in 

the Freemasons’ Hall with English translations 

available. Flyers and programmes were available 

in the weeks leading up to the event and the 

programme included a map that enabled people 

to choose their route for the evening. There was 

extensive social media engagement on Twitter 

and Facebook and the print media highlighted the 

event which attracted an audience of over 2,500 

people.

G
G: Words on the Street - European Literature Night 

H: Actor Kathy Rose O’Brien at ‘The Season at the Castle’ during the Writers in the Castle series

H
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Education Programmes 

READ The Powers - Citywide Reading 

Campaign for Children 

This was the third year of the campaign which 

promotes reading for pleasure among children and 

is organised by DUCoL in conjunction with Dublin 

City Libraries, Home School Community Liaison 

Teachers and this year’s publisher Little Island. 

Children from across Dublin read The Powers by 

Kevin Stevens, a book about a family of not so-

super superheroes and over 800 attended events 

organised in 17 Dublin City Libraries’ branches. 

Events included readings by the author, drawing 

workshops with the book’s illustrator Sheena 

Dempsey, and storytelling sessions with Paul 

Timoney and Dave Rudden. A dedicated website 

www.readthepowers.com encouraged children 

to engage with the story online. Posters and 

bookmarks were distributed to libraries, schools 

and bookshops. Dublin City Gallery the Hugh Lane 

organised two superhero workshops during the 

schools’ midterm break to tie in with the book.

8 classes from inner city schools participated in 

the programme through the work of the Reader in 

Residence. The final event of the campaign was 

held as part of the St. Patrick’s Festival Big Day 

Out in Merrion Square where author readings, 

superpower drama workshops and comic strip 

workshops took place in a dedicated The Powers 

zone. A photo booth with costumes supplied 

allowed people, young and old, to dress up as 

their favourite superhero and receive a souvenir 

photo. Hodges Figgis Bookstore on Dawson Street 

created a prominent window display to coincide 

with a reading by author Kevin Stevens.

As an example of local participation 190 children 

from 6 local primary schools in Cabra participated 

in the programme this year, up from 4 schools 

in 2012 and 2013. The Cabra Local Education 

Committee also organised a schools’ competition 

in which children were tasked to ‘Draw a Treasure 

Map’. Winning entries were displayed in the local 

library.

Reader in Residence

The Reader in Residence programme, run in 

association with Home School Community Liaison 

Teachers, encourages primary school children to 

read for pleasure using inventive and enjoyable 

engagement with carefully chosen books. Over the 

2 year period of the project Readers Sarah Purcell 

and subsequently, Julianne Mooney engaged with 

14 inner city schools, 63 classes, 4 libraries, 1,141 

children, 300 parents and 6 terms over 2 school 

years. 

“I used to always 
watch telly but now I 

read books”  
 

7 year old student 
from the Reader in 

Residence programme
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UNESCO Creative Cities Network (UCCN)
International Engagement

As part of the new application process for Creative 

City designation introduced by UNESCO, Dublin 

received requests for Letters of Support from 

14 aspirant cities around the world. Following 

assessment by the DUCoL Management Group, it 

was recommended to the Lord Mayor that formal 

support should be given to the cities of Dunedin 

(New Zealand); Granada (Spain); Heidelberg 

(Germany); Lillehammer (Norway); Lviv (Ukraine); 

Prague (Czech Republic); Salamanca (Spain) and 

Tromso (Norway). 

Following extensive evaluation, UNESCO 

announced in December that Dunedin, Granada, 

Heidelberg and Prague had been successful in 

their applications and were designated UNESCO 

Cities of Literature. Galway was designated a 

UNESCO City of Film and was among the 28 cities 

in total which were designated within the seven 

thematic areas– Crafts and Folk Art, Design, Film, 

Gastronomy, Literature, Media Arts and Music.

Close contact has been maintained with the 

Galway team and potential joint approaches with 

DUCoL are under discussion. The Lord Mayor sent 

letters of congratulation to Galway and to all of the 

newly designated Cities of Literature.

The annual meeting of the UNESCO Creative 

Cities Network was held in Chengdu (City of 

Gastronomy) in China in September. It was 

announced there that UNESCO will continue to 

administer and host the UCCN with the additional 

assistance of a Steering Group drawn from 

member cities. The Steering Group will consist 

of a representative from each designation, with 

an additional two members, taking into account 

any regional imbalance. The Cities of Literature 

representative will be the contact person from 

Krakow.

Whilst in Chengdu, representatives from the 

Cities of Literature took part in a public event 

in The Bookworm - an English language library 

I: Reader in Residence Julianne Mooney and students from City Quay National School

J: ‘Neary’s, June Evening’ by Jessica Traynor projected on a wall in Bracka Street, Krakow as part of a Poetry Project by 

Krakow UNESCO City of Literature

JI
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and bookshop chain with branches in Beijing, 

Shanghai and Chengdu. It’s a small world - the 

owner of The Bookworm hails from Kilmacud in 

Dublin! DUCoL sent a donation of books about 

Dublin to The Bookworm library.

Bologna – Showcasing co-operation between 

cities, Bologna, a City of Music provided guest 

curators for the Pivot Dublin blog in December. 

Pivot Dublin is Dublin City Council’s design 

promotion initiative and the contact was made in 

Chenzen (City of Design) in China when young 

Dublin designer Lara Hanlon won the New Star 

Award at the Shenzhen Design Awards in 2013.

Finnegans Wake – At Dublin’s instigation, to 

mark the 75th anniversary of the publication 

of Finnegans Wake, each of the seven current 

UNESCO Cities of Literature produced a short film 

based on James Joyce’s classic novel. The films 

were shown in Dublin at the Phoenix Park Visitors’ 

Centre as part of the Phizzfest programme in May 

and at various festivals in each City of Literature. 

All the films are available for viewing on the 

DUCoL YouTube channel (via the website) - and 

individually on each city’s website.

Heidelberg – On the 21st November 2014, 

as part of Germany’s National Reading Day, 

Heidelberg, then an aspirant City of Literature, 

presented writing from other UNESCO Cities of 

Literature - a simple and effective way for the 

people of Heidelberg to familiarise themselves 

with the literature of other cities - both classic and 

contemporary. DUCoL advised on the readings 

which represented Dublin writers. 

Iowa – Irish writers Siobhán Campbell, Stephen 

James Smith, Drucilla Wall, Eamonn Wall, Joe 

Woods and Paddy Woodworth represented 

DUCoL at the Iowa City Book Festival in October. 

Dublin maintains a close connection with Iowa 

and frequently welcomes visitors from its sister 

UNESCO City of Literature. 

K: Margaret Hayes, Dublin City Librarian and Chair of DUCoL at a screening of the Finnegans Wake films at the 

Phoenix Visitors’ Centre
K
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DUCoL’s nominee Martin Dyar was accepted for 

Iowa University’s prestigious International Writing 

Program. His term was so successful that he was 

invited to extend his stay at the university. 

Krakow – Dublin poets John Francis O’Donnell, 

Pádraig Pearse, Gerard Smyth, Jessica Traynor 

and Enda Wyley featured in the poetry projection 

project which celebrated poetry from the seven 

UNESCO Cities of Literature and was run by 

Krakow City of Literature. Poems from each City of 

Literature were projected on the corner of Bracka 

Street in the centre of Krakow for one week each 

month in both English and Polish.

Krakow and Bloomsday – Krakow City of 

Literature dedicated an afternoon to James 

Joyce on Bloomsday 2014. Featuring a reading 

of Ulysses and the première of their Finnegans 

Wake film, the programme included dialogue with 

the director, screenplay writer and the book’s 

translator, followed by a panel discussion about 

Joycean translation and copyright issues. 

Melbourne – In February, as part of the inaugural 

Melbourne Digital Writers Festival, representatives 

of all the UNESCO Cities of Literature took part in 

a worldwide discussion via Google Hangout on 

what it means to be a City of Literature. DUCoL 

was represented by the Director.

Reykjavik – Short stories from all the Cities 

of Literature - short enough to read at coffee 

break or lunchtime - featured on the Reykjavik 

City of Literature website in October. Dublin was 

represented by Billy O’Callaghan’s short story ‘The 

Things that Broke My Father’.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tourism

The Fáilte Ireland - funded City of Words Literary 

Tourism Development Fund, jointly administered 

by Fáilte Ireland and DUCoL, provided financial 

assistance to the Irish Writers Centre for website 

development and to the New Year Festival for the 

literary strand of the festival.

The 6th revised edition of the popular City of 

Words Literary Attractions map, created by 

DUCoL, was issued during the year. 30,000 

copies were distributed to tourist and other 

outlets in the city. The map is part funded by Fáilte 

Ireland though the City of Words Literary Tourism 

Development Fund. 

Following the ‘Destination Dublin’ report and the 

creation of the Grow Dublin Tourism Alliance, ‘City 

of Words’ has been announced as a campaign 

heading in Fáilte Ireland’s strategy to enhance 

Dublin’s attractiveness for tourists.

Videos for the tourist market have been created 

using the literary city and the UNESCO designation 

as inspiration. A YouTube search using the search 

terms Dublin City of Words will find travel writer Pól 

Ó Conghaile’s film created by Travel and Leisure 

and ‘Phil Spencer in Dublin, the City of Words’ 

created by Discover Ireland. ‘Dublin in Words’ is a 

beautiful film created by Visit Dublin which features 

the Louis MacNeice poem Dublin narrated by poet 

Stephen James Smith.

The DUCoL director met journalists from France, 

Germany, the UK and the US to promote the 

literary city. The designation and the literary city 

featured in many media reports throughout the 

year – one of note being ‘Literary Dublin offers 

much more than Bloomsday’ published on  

www.foxnews.com in April.
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Other Engagements 2014

DUCoL Chair, Margaret Hayes; Director, Jane 

Alger and staff members represented Dublin 

UNESCO City of Literature at a number of events 

and conferences in 2014, including:

• DUCoL staff compiled recommendations 

for the brief to architects on the StoryHouse 

element of the new City Library in the Parnell 

Square Cultural Quarter. 

• The DUCoL Chair and Director met the 

Director - General of UNESCO Irina Bokova 

on her visit to Dublin in March 2014.

• The Director of DUCoL was one of the 

judges of the Writing.ie Short Story of the 

Year category in the Bord Gáis Energy Irish 

Book Awards 2014, which took place at the 

end of November. The prize was won by 

John Boyne for his story ‘Rest Day’.

• The Director spoke with 30 participants 

on the Common Purpose Future Leaders 

Navigator programme about the subject of 

vision. 

• Korean writers took part in the Dublin 

Writers Festival this year. In an associated 

visit the Director met a representative from 

the Literature Translation Institute of Korea 

and discussed the involvement of libraries 

in Korea in the International IMPAC Dublin 

Literary Award nomination process.

• A DUCoL staff member spoke to a group 

of teachers from Valencia in Spain about 

Dublin: One City, One Book. The teachers 

were participating in an in - service 

programme in Trinity College and researched 

aspects of Irish culture and society as part of 

their professional development. 

• The Director of DUCoL spoke to a group 

of tourism students from Athlone IT about 

marketing the literary city.

“For me, it’s all about the names: the names of writers who have received the award before me and 
whose work I’ve admired and looked up to; but particularly the name of James Joyce. I have often said 
that there are two books that made me want to become a writer: One Hundred Years of Solitude, which 
I read when I was 16, and Ulysses, which I read three years later. I’ve always felt at home in Dublin and 
in Irish literature. So in more ways than one, this prize is a sort of homecoming.”

Juan Gabriel Vásquez , winner of the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award 2014
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2014 Projects/Partnerships

It is the policy of Dublin UNESCO City of Literature 

Office to work with a wide range of partners. 

Below are projects and partnerships during 2014 

in addition to those listed elsewhere:

• DUCoL partnered CBI in presenting 

book clinics which promote children’s 

engagement with books away from the 

library or classroom and sometimes in 

unexpected places. This year book clinics 

were held at St Patrick’s Festival’s Big 

Day Out in Merrion Square and at the 

Dublin Writers Festival, Bloom in Phoenix 

Park – Ireland’s biggest garden festival, at 

Culture Night and the Dublin Book Festival. 

An additional clinic was held in December 

as part of the new Christmas market held 

around St. Stephen’s Green. This enabled 

the designation to be showcased to families 

and visitors - and encouraged children to 

read for pleasure. Children’s Books Ireland 

(CBI)

• Brian Boru, a play by Lauren Shannon 

Jones written as part of the New Writing 

programme of the New Theatre, Temple Bar, 

had two successful runs in the theatre and 

will be on tour around the country. Written 

to commemorate the anniversary of the 

Battle of Clontarf in 1014, it was grant - aided 

by DUCoL as part of the support for new 

emerging writers. The New Theatre 

• DUCoL partnered with the Dublin Writers 

Festival in an event in St Stephen’s Church, 

(the Peppercannister) where Dublin resident 

Colm Tóibín read from his newly published 

book Nora Webster. Dublin Writers Festival

• DUCoL assisted Tramp Press to bring authors 

connected with the Dubliners 100 book to the 

Liverpool Irish Festival. DUCoL branded 

material was on display at the festival in line 

with the DUCoL objective of promoting Dublin 

writers. Tramp Press

• DUCoL partnered with NYF in the ‘I Love 

Dublin’ spoken word poetry strand of the 

New Year’s Festival, a partnership which 

showcased the City of Literature designation to 

a wide audience. NYF/Fáilte Ireland

• New Writing run by New Theatre, Temple Bar 

is a yearlong mentoring programme for new 

playwrights which culminates in a series of 

public performances in November. The New 

Theatre

• In association with Poetry Ireland DUCoL 

funded 2 residencies for teenagers in 

Inchicore College of Further Education.  

The residents were poets Temperamental 

Miscellaneous and Nessa O’Mahony.  

Poetry Ireland

• In a project led by artist Deirdre Rogers and 

inspired by Dublin’s One City One Book title 

for 2014 If Ever You Go: A Map of Dublin in 

Poetry and Song, children came to The Ark 

children’s cultural centre and created their own 

books. The children learned block printing and 

calligraphy techniques, bringing their personal 

Dublin stories to life with colour, fun and 

imagination. The Ark Children’s Cultural Centre
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Appendix 1

Management Group Members

• Chair - Margaret Hayes, Dublin City Librarian

• Director - Jane Alger

• Sarah Bannan, Head of Literature, 

The Arts Council (Resigned from Management 

Group in April 2014)

• Catherine Fahy, Acting Director of the National 

Library of Ireland (Replaced Fiona Ross, 

Director, from March 2014) 

• Chris Flynn, Principal Officer, 

Department of Arts, Heritage and the 

Gaeltacht

• Alan Hayes, Publisher / Arts Programmer

• Maureen Kennelly, Director of Poetry Ireland

Office of Dublin UNESCO 

City of Literature Staff

• Jackie Lynam 

• Elizabeth Cuddy

Steering Group Members

• The Abbey Theatre

• Booksellers’ Association of Ireland

• Children’s Books Ireland

• Clár na Leabhar Gaeilge

• Culture Ireland

• Dublin City Arts Office 

• Fáilte Ireland

• Foras na Gaeilge

• Ireland Literature Exchange

• Irish Book Awards

• Irish Copyright Licensing Agency

• Irish PEN

• The Irish Times

• Irish Writers’ Centre

• Publishing Ireland

• RTÉ

• The Stinging Fly

• Sunday Independent

• Trinity College Dublin

• University College Dublin

• Éilis Ní Dhuibhne (Writer)

• Colm Tóibín (Writer)
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Appendix 2

Communications

Dublin UNESCO City of Literature received 

substantial domestic and international print, 

broadcast and social media coverage in 2014. 

Below are the Irish print publications which 

covered the festivals and events run by the DUCoL 

office.

• Blanch Gazette

• Discover Ireland

• Donegal News

• Donegal People’s Press

• Evening Echo

• Government Gazette

• The Herald 

• Hot Press Magazine

• In Tallaght Magazine

• Ireland’s Own

• Irish Daily Mail

• Irish Daily Mirror

• Irish Daily Star

• Irish Examiner

• Irish Farmers Journal

• Irish Independent

• Irish Tatler

• The Irish Times

• The Irish World

• Metro - Herald

• RTÉ Guide

• Southside People

• Sunday Independent

• Tallaght Echo

• The Belfast Telegraph

• The Irish Mail on Sunday

• The Irish News

• The Irish Sun

• The Northern Standard

• The Phoenix

• Totally Dublin
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UNESCO Creative Cities Network 2014
69 cities in 32 countries across 7 designations

Craft and Folk Art

• Aswan, Egypt

• Fabriano, Italy

• Hangzhou, China

• Icheon, South Korea

• Jacmel, Haiti

• Jingdezhen, China

• Kanazawa, Japan

• Nassau, Bahamas

• Paducha, USA

• Pekalongan, Indonesia

• Santa Fe, USA

• Suzhou, China

Design

• Beijing, China

• Berlin, Germany

• Bilbao, Spain

• Buenos Aires, Argentina

• Curitiba, Brazil

• Dundee, Scotland

• Graz, Austria

• Helsinki, Finland

• Kobe, Japan

• Montreal, Canada

• Nagoya, Japan

• Saint - Étienne, France

• Seoul, South Korea

• Shanghai, China

• Shenzhen, China

• Turin, Italy

Film

• Bradford, England

• Busan, South Korea

• Galway, Ireland

• Sofia, Bulgaria

• Sydney, Australia

Gastronomy

• Chengdu, China

• Florianópolis, Brazil

• Jeonju, South Korea

• Östersund, Sweden

• Popayán, Columbia

• Shunde, China

• Tsuruoka, Japan

• Zahlé, Lebanon

Literature

• Dublin, Ireland

• Dunedin, New Zealand

• Edinburgh, Scotland

• Granada, Spain

• Heidelberg, Germany

• Iowa City, USA

• Krakow, Poland

• Melbourne, Australia

• Norwich, England

• Prague, Czech Republic

• Reykjavik, Iceland

Media Arts

• Dakar, Senegal

• Enghien - Les - Bains, France

• Gwanjgu, South Korea

• Linz, Austria

• Lyon, France

• Sapporo, Japan

• Tel Aviv - Yafo, Israel

• York, England

Music

• Bogota, Columbia

• Bologna, Italy

• Brazzaville, Congo

• Ghent, Belgium

• Glasgow, Scotland

• Hamamatsu, Japan

• Hannover, Germany

• Mannheim, Germany

• Seville, Spain

www.dublincityofliterature.ie


